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Abstract
Subband coding has proven to be a very effective technique when used for image
compression purposes. The concept of a Vector Filter Bank (VFB), which extends
the conventional Scalar Filter Bank (SFB) to the vector case, is introduced. A
new image coding algorithm, called Vector Subband Coding (VSC), is described.
Detailed vector formation, filtering processes, vector codebook generation, vector
encoding and decoding, and the parameters used in the coding scheme are examined.
Finally, the test results are presented along with future directions of the work.
1
Chapter 1
Introduction
Vector quantization (VQ) has been developed as an effective approach for image cod-
ing [1]. According to information theory, VQ is the optimal quantization method
and its optimality is achieved as the vector dimension approaches infinity. There-
fore, in practical coding, an image is always divided into small vectors to relax the
coding complexity. Studies have shown that better performance can be achieved if
the correlation between vectors (inter-vector correlation) can be reduced while the
correlation within vectors (intra-vector correlation) is preserved. Vector Transform
Coding (VTC) has been proposed to reduce inter-vector correlation and maintain
the intra-vector correlation [2, 3].
Subband coding has also been widely applied to image compression [4]. In sub-
band coding, an image is first decomposed into a set of sub-images that correspond
to different frequency ranges of the incoming picture. Bit allocation, quantization,
and coding can be performed more efficiently by adapting the statistical behavior
of human visual sensitivity to different subbands. Many schemes using VQ have
,been proposed for efficient quantization and coding of subbands [5]. However, it is
well known that subband decomposition also greatly reduces the correlation within a
subband (intra-band correlation) while it decorrelates the coefficients between differ-
ent subbands (inter-band correlation). The performance gain of VQ, when applied
to subband-decomposed coefficients, is thus significantly reduced.
<",.,c,~<,_~,,.-~.r:<,,,;,,,.+,,,~~';-;c,.This--thesis,;·proposes'a'~'new"'ti::YdiIlg'''alg()rit'1finrcaUe(PNettor' StiDbaII'8':~6dint·o'~ 7i-.·.;:~;::~r
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(VSC), which is based on the concept of a Vector Filter Bank (VFB) having the
following three properties:
1. Decorrelation of inter-band vectors as in conventional subband coding;
2. Reduction of inter-vector correlation within each vector subband as in conven-
tional subband coding; and
3. Preservation of intra-vector correlation within each vector subband, as opposed
to conventional subband coding.
VSC can be considered as an extension of conventional subband coding, in which
pixel-based operations are replaced by vector-based operations. Therefore, a vector
is considered to be the basic element in VSC, and the intra-vector correlation is
preserved during the mapping process.
In this thesis, the concept of a VFB, which extends the conventional Scalar Fil-
ter Bank (SFB) to the vector case, is introduced. An example is given to illustrate
the significant advantage of VFBs over the conventional subband/VQ schemes in
terms of the three attributes. Then, the proposed VSC scheme for image coding
is described. Detailed vector formation, filtering, codebook generation, vector en-
coding and decoding, and the parameters used in the coding scheme are examined.
Finally, the testing results are presented along with future directions of the work.
Even with a simple VFB, coding results have indicated a significant performance
advantage. The coding results obtained in this thesis using VSC, supported by sub-
jective evaluation, have shown that this method outperforms the JPEG still image
coding standard as well as other results reported in current literature.
:t:.:7,",..~"::-,~-.-L:Z_~:-_:~-.i~-;:-;0-;-:-.-"';'~:.'::'-'~::::""'~~"~":"\~':--T"~ .........Z(;,-.~·--.-.··~~-.~~...,.:':':'!?"~---_--:..··~ ....-...~":.''':;_·- ...~i-:-~·L-:_;.',.~'i:..::....-.:-::-j"j<;7"z-·:-·~-~,·:-·":"'~~_£.~'""..;~-=:~._:-.-.:.,.":~.,·r'_7.l;";.·.,~..' .. ~,t:i3.~.,;::i:;::,~!_::;T~ .....=~~~,-;_.._~-:.~-"':"=..,
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Chapter 2
Review of Key Concepts
Before providing a description of Vector Subband Coding (VSC), a review of the
important concepts involved in vector quantization (VQ) and subband coding will
be stated. By understanding these processes fully, the motivation for using VSC, as
well as the advantages of using VSC, will be evident.
2.1 Vector Quantization
The concepts of vector quantization (VQ) and its applications to image coding have
been widely discussed [6, 7, 8, 9]. VQ can be described as a mapping from Rk to C
where Rk = (-00,00)[1] x (-00,00)[2] x .. · x (-oo,oo)[k] and C = (Yl,Y2, ... ,YN).
Two parameters of interest are k and N where k is the dimension of Yi and N is the
number of codewords. The definition of Yi is such that Yi = (Yi,l, Yi,2,· .. ,Yi,k)'
codebook
nearest
neighbor
search
codebook
Table
Look-up
Figure 2.1: Vector Quantization of an Image
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2.1. VECTOR QUANTIZATION
The process for image coding using VQ is shown in Figure 2.1. Adjacent pixels
are grouped together into vector groups. VQ is performed on the vector groups
which involves a nearest neighbor search of a codebook and produces an index.
This encoding process is defined as i = e(x) where uRk • The indices are entropy
coded where an appropriate coding scheme, such as Huffman coding, arithmetic
coding, Lempel-Ziv coding, etc., is chosen by considering the complexity of the
coding scheme and its proximity to the entropy. Transmission through the channel
is the next step. Since an index is being sent, it requires only l092N bits where N is
the number of codewords. The indices are then recovered by using the appropriate
entropy decoder. Inverse VQ which requires a table look-up of the codebook is
performed. The decoding process can be defined as Yi = 8(i). The reconstructed
vector groups are now placed together to form the reconstructed image.
The average distortion is given as D = Eld(x, Q(x))I. = IRk d(x, Q(x))f(x)dx.
The most common measure used and the one used in this thesis is the mean square
error distortion measure which is defined as d(x)) = 2::7=1 (Xi- ~i)2 where ~= Q(x).
A codebook is an important factor in VQ since the quality of the codebook will
often define the quality of the reconstructed image. The two necessary conditions
in codebook design are encoding of the nearest neighbor and finding the centroid.
The Linde-Buzo-Gray (LBG) algorithm [10] is often used for codebook training and
involves N codewords. A diagram of the process is shown in Figure 2.2. The four
steps to the LBG algorithm are as follows:
1. Calculate the centroid of the entire space (Note: The centroid of the entire
space is the best representation that you can achieve for one codeword);
2. Split the first codeword into two codewords and partition the space until the
centroid of each partition is achieved;
3. Iterate until it converges; and
4. Repeat steps two and three if more codewords are desired.
Three main points about VQ can now be stated. First, VQ is always better than
~-r"7l"'~,~-~~;-_:-.;·_~--:-~~--~.-;,,;--:,,,~:;,-,:"·--'._c(;'~"":_'"":"o";_:_-",:"..::.;c:_.:-,-..._: •• ~ .. :~:,-:,","""_~"",,,--=_,\,~,-:::.~~_~.:":_~'-;;:--<; __~~ __~_':~_-_'-_-j .. _ -"~-~"~_-'-;'-';"'__ :-J'r:,._~~-;:,..c_'':'._-'--_.
,c . ,'.,r·, -, I scalar'quantization (SQ).·For a correlated caseinvolvingXrana:Xihwhich· is-usually ,
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2.2. CONVENTIONAL SUBBAND CODING
Centroid
--:~-1~f;;::;2====~s:P:lit of 1st Centroid
Partition
---------f---------- Xl
Figure 2.2: LBG Algorithm for Codebook Design
the case in images or even if Xl and X 2 are totally uncorrelated, it can be shown
that VQ is better than SQ. The reason, why it can be stated that VQ is better than
SQ, is that when performing SQ the restriction of using squares to cover the space
is present, but when performing VQ other shapes, such as triangles, can be used
to cover the space. Next, higher correlation between vector components results in
higher VQ performance. Finally, VQ is the best compression technique if complexity
is not considered. If a 512 x 512 image is taken, for example, then 512 x 512 x 8
bits would be needed without compression. This yields 2512X512X8 possible images
and this number is much more than the number of natural images in the world.
Therefore, using all natural images as codewords, a great deal of compression can
be achieved with very high image quality. However, the encoding complexity is the
limiting factor.
2.2 Conventional Subband Coding
One-dimensional subband coding is often used t? code speech signals [11, 12J. An
~~~,:,".~"" .LC' - ':-:""=:='~'~'''~~mpiffslgni:l';'x(h) '," is""sen'ffh"foughaCTowpas's' '<indliigli~ass'filU~f t~Cyiel~riw6 ~e~li~I1)/"'c.,' >V~.c, •• ', ::':: .,.~~
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2.2. CONVENTIONAL SUBBAND CODING
x(n)---1 Analysis Synthesis + ~(n)
Figure 2.3: One-Dimensional Subband System
Frequency
Figure 2.4: One-Dimensional Frequency Distribution of Subbands
spaced frequency bands. These filtered signals are then subsampled by a factor
of two in order to maintain an overall minimum bit rate in encoding. This process
could also be viewed as a demodulation to the baseband. More bands can be created
by a filter bank which further divides up the frequency spectrum allowing for finer
quantization. This also offers control over the distribution of the noise spectrum
allowing for improvement in signal quality. This process of lowpass and highpass
filtering followed by decimation by a factor of two is called analysis. After being
sent through a channel the opposite process called synthesis is performed. Synthesis
is performed by upsampling by a factor of two and filtering using the appropriate
synthesis filters to form the reconstructed signal, ~ (n). The whole process is shown
7
2.2. CONVENTIONAL SUBBAND CODING
x(m,n) ---I Vertical
YLL(m,n)
YHL(m,n)
lHH(m,n)
Figure 2.5: Two-Dimensional Analysis Filter Bank
The frequency distribution after one stage of analysis is displayed in Figure
2.4. Creating more subbands would further split up the frequency axis. In reality,
there is aliasing present in the frequency spectrum and the choice of filters used
in analysis and synthesis determines the extent of this aliasing. Quadrature mirror
filters (QMFs) can be used to compensate for this aliasing by introducing symmetry
in the filter design and a mirror relationship between analysis and synthesis filters.
Two-dimensional subband coding has been used extensively in image and video
coding [13, 14, 15J. Because of the complexity of non-separable filters, this the-
sis uses separable subband filter banks. For separable filters, the two-dimensional
subband coding case is just an extension of the one-dimensional case. An image,
x(m, n) where m denotes the columns and n denotes the rows, can be taken as an
example. A lowpass and highpass filter are used on the columns followed by dec-
imation by a factor of two. Then lowpass and highpass filters are applied to each
of the vertically filtered output followed by decimation by a factor of two. Once
again, thissubsampling by a factor of two in each dimension can be looked at as
a demodulation to the baseband and it makes each subband image fullband at the
lower sampling rate.
The output of the analysis is designated as YLL (horizontallowpass-verticallow-
pass), YHL (horizontal highpass-verticallowpass), YLH (horizontal lowpass-vertical
..•.-.-~.•~.,,"'-.=~ •.~ . .,_~»iglm~ss),al.ldYH:Ii~ (h.ori?QJ;l.tal ~i.gp~~ss:veltical l,1ig~~sLas.shown in Figure 2.5. -
:"_ ..'~~- ~._,: ..c~c"c_:'=.,._ "" ---_-~:~- ~_,~=._c=· •. ~.,~·~·.. :',::~-:;:~;:~:.:::_.:~:~~.~~.'."- .: '"-.-~:.~":~='-:'-:::~:'."':'-.~",,::.-,:.:"~._.~~,::=~::~=:::,~::
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2.2. CONVENTIONAL SUBBAND CODING
YHL(m,n)
~H(m,n)
(+}--- ~(m.n)
Figure 2.6: Two-Dimensional Synthesis Filter Bank
This process could be repeated on each of the subbands to produce a different num-
ber of subbands. For example, the most common method is working on the lowest
subband and splitting it into four more subbands to produce a total of seven sub-
bands, ten subbands, thirteen subbands, etc. Alternatively, all subbands could be
split again to produce a total of sixteen subbands, sixty-four subbands, etc. After
analysis, the signal is encoded and sent through a channel.
After reception of the signal from the channel, the signal is decoded and synthesis
is performed to form a reconstructed image as shown in Figure 2.6. Synthesis is done
by upsampling by a factor of two, applying the appropriate synthesis filters in the
horizontal direction, adding the appropriate outputs, upsampling by a factor of two
again, using the appropriate synthesis filters in the vertical direction, and adding
these outputs to extract the reconstructed image, ~ (m, n).
The frequency distribution for the first quadrant of the frequency spectrum is
shown in Figure 2.7. It should be noted that this is the ideal frequency distribution
and aliasing could occur. However, aliasing does not pose a problem because it
can be eliminated with the choice of certain analysis and synthesis filters. If more
subbands are created, the frequency distribution would split up further according
to the placement of the newly formed subbands along the frequency spectrum.
• < _ -~--:~~~~~c.. ,.,~; :_. ~-::-:~~;.: ~~-:_- -~ ~ -A~.~\-:;·~:.:~: .~;:~-., __:~-~-=:;:~-~~-~~'.:;;~~ ~~,:~._::.~~~~:~:=~_::.~:~~~~: ~~:_~:::~::~:~-.::::~~:~;~l~·%':.:~~_:.~~.:~~~~~~_ :~::~~~::~
_~.~ ..,--- ..... -,~~...::...-_.,..__ _= •. '_'_=_:::_ '- ••-_-"':;-·-'--~-:-':'::':7~_·":: 't.: ",""-_~--,_... ~_-'-_ .------:--.~~.-.,.,.-.=.. ,.
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2.2. CONVENTIONAL SUBBAND CODING
pi
pi/2 pi
Frequency, Wo
Figure 2.7: Two-Dimensional Frequency Distribution of Subbands
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Chapter 3
The Vector Filter Bank
A Vector Filter Bank (VFB) is an extension of the conventional Scalar Filter Bank
(SFB) used in subband coding. As in conventional subband coding, where an incom-
ing signal is decomposed into a set of subbands by an SFB, a VFB decomposes an
incoming signal into a set of "Vector Subbands" (VSBs). A general one-dimensional
Vector Subband Decomposition can be represented as :
N-l
Xt(n) = L H(i)x(2n - i)
i=O
N-l
Xh(n) = L G(i)x(2n - i)
i=O
where {x(·)} is a sequence of input vectors, {H(·)} is a set of matrices representing
the vector impulse response of the "lowpass" vector filter, {G(·)} is a set of matrices
representing the vector impulse response of the "highpass" vector filter, {X/(·)}
is a sequence of output vectors from the "lowpass" vector filter, and {Xh (.)} is
a sequence of output vectors from the "highpass" vector filter. The conditions for
perfect reconstruction using conventional filter banks can be extended to vector filter
banks. An example of a pyramid vector subband decomposition process is shown in
Figure 3.1.
In order to achieve optimal performance for VQ, a VFB should satisfy the fol-
:;-'='.~,;,:-c"<: ',:,,,0;" :;."L~",~-.:.::.~~-clbwrfig~t-irre~~~To;~f~~s:':~~~:"::~-"' ,,' :_~"~; :,,;; .c•. ~; ~:~'< ...__~~.'_~:~,,,,::.~,":~.._.~.... __ -.~_~.:~~ ~:- -.'.-- ,. ...........-_.-~"
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Figure 3.1: A Simplified Diagram of Vector Subband Decomposition
1. Vectors in different vector subbands are decorrelated (inter-band decorrela-
tion);
2. Vectors within a vector subband are decorrelated (inter-vector decorrelation);
and
3. Components within a vector in a vector subband are highly correlated (intra-
vector correlation preservation).
To measure the performance of a VFB in terms of intra-vector correlation preser-
vation, the parameter used is called the intrinsic coupling factor (reF). It is defined
as follows [16]:
F(X) = 1 _ M x [Det(Rx )]iI
Tr(Rx )
where M is the dimension of X, Rx is the covariance matrix of vector X, Det(Rx)
is the determinant of Rx, and Tr(Rx ) is the trace of Rx .
A straightforward extension of a conventional SFB to a VFB is accomplished by
making H(i) = h(i)I and G(i) = g(i)I where {h(i),g(i)} is the impulse response
=~~o>~_~~~,=-~:~p~¥::~()i-:"~~_(;()Il:'_~!}UgH'ltfrlY~r:~~gl.t~!t_d~~~-i.$~i~~~.l,'Q~IJj;,liy=rpg.trix,-- This, is-equivalent'-''''~~;''''~=<;;':':''h''~
- to using the conventional SFB in the following procedure: -
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Comparison of Intrinsic Coupling Factors
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Figure 3.2: Comparison of reF between a VFB and a SFB
1. Decimate the original image {S(m, n); 0::; m, n < N} into D x D sub-images
2. Decompose Sk(i,j) into a set of subbands for every k using the SFB for rows
and columns; and
3. Form D x D vectors by regrouping the components with identical index in the
corresponding subbands together.
Using this method, a simple class of VFBs can be obtained from widely available
filter banks such as QMF, wavelet, and other types of filters [17, 18, 19J.
Figure 3.2 shows the comparative performance of the rCF between a VFB and an
SFB. The rCF is much higher for the VFB (rCF.vfb curve) than the SFB (rCF.sfb
curve), which shows that the VFB preserves the intra-vector correlation much better
than the SFB.
• '::::~7" ·;-·,~.......,.,':~'-~.::...::.·:.·:;,..-,..:.-;-l::;,~~.:,·~;.:_._ ~ ::t~.-~'., ......:r".~,:-....:;:._...:.."""'.i ..
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Chapter 4
The VSC Process
4.1 VQ in the VSB Domain
A simplified block diagram of the VSC process for images is shown in Figure 4.1.
Using a VFB, an image is decomposed into a set of VSBs in which a vector is
the basic element for quantization, coding, and processing. The following steps are
involved in codebook generation:
1. A set of training images are decomposed into a set of P vector subbands;
2. The centroids {Cp; 1 :::; p :::; P} of the P vector subbands are calculated; and
3. P codebooks {CBp ; 1:::; p:::; P}, with up to BTOP bits each, are obtained by
training the corresponding P vector subbands.
A diagram of Vector Subband encoding is shown in Figure 4.2. The procedure
used for Vector Subband encoding is as follows:
1. An incoming image {S(n, m)} is decomposed into P vector subbands {VSp; 1 :::;
p:::; P} using a VFB;
14
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.. . . . . .
•
a pixel avector an image
Mux Output
Figure 4.1: A Simplified Diagram of Vector Subband Coding
3. If Dp,i is less than a threshold, set a classification bit I Dp,i = OJ
4. Otherwise, vector v;"i is vector quantized using the codebook CBp and a clas-
sification bit I Dp,i = 1 is set and followed by the VQ index;
5. Repeat the previous three steps for all i; and
..
6. Classification bits {IDp,d and all VQ indexes can be entropy coded.
Finally, Vector Subband decoding is detailed by the method of:
1. In the decoding process, the classification bits {IDp ,;} and all VQ indexes are
first entropy-decoded;
2. If I Dp,i = 0, the centroid is used as the corresponding vectorj
3. Otherwise (IDp,i = 1), find the corresponding codeword in CBp using the
index bits following I Dp,i;
4. Repeat the previous two steps for all vectors in all vector subbands to obtain
{VSDpj 1 ~ p ~ P}; and
5. {VSDp;l ~ p ~ P} are sent to inverse VFB to reconstruct the full-band
....~.'., '" : "V,":.. . '=, ~ ';..'.r;.""."'.-1.m•.. a.·"lTe.~·{'-.&..lJ(-n.~'m.:-=-o'll.·;_.,.,'_< '."~.-::..-..,"'' '..':: :.. ~:~. -:..:;~~:~~--'" 17r',.,.":-:==--=~~~"~~._~ ..:--:-=~~.==- .. ~"'~;:=~:""~';=;.
- . ..-.. ...,-...• .;,;.:"-, .•. -_..:0..._:._- -_,::'""O;.-- _~" . . _ '0. . )J
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Figure 4.2: Vector Quantization and Coding in VSC
The mean square error is used as the distortion measure. The thresholds {Tp ; 1 ~
p ~ P} are determined as follows:
Tp = Scale X WFp
where WFp is the relative weighting factor for the p-th vector subband that takes
consideration of the human visual characteristics for each different vector subband.
Scale is a parameter which controls the bit rate and distortion.
4.2 The Parameters Used in the VSC Process
While viewing Figure 4.2, the parameters used in the coding scheme can be dis-
cussed. Twelve different parameters are used in the coding scheme. A list of them
is as follows:
1. NRC: Number of regular classes (NRC = M +1)
~,~-:::~==:~' ._~.,:.:~c:~~,,~~,.1!£~~;:~:~~~~-2f=~~~~~W(,)Y~=~~§'~~~~(~~~:f,l~-.:::.E,±,D_~~_._.~_ •._.._~.=~~-==:':~:=:=::':~~:;2:::=
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Figure 4.3: Extension of a Conventional SFB to a VFB
3. M Do: Maximum distortion for Class-O
4. M DA: Maximum distortion for classes between Class-O and the highest class
5. MDT: Maximum distortion for the highest class
6. M DMR- O: Maximum distort~on for mean-removed Class-O
7. M DMR- A : Maximum distortion for mean-removed classes between Class-O
and the highest class
8. M DMR- T : Maximum distortion for the mean-removed highest class
9. SSM: Step size for mean quantization
10. SSs: Step size for scalar quantization
11. CJ: Class increment (1 ::; CI ~ M)
12. CJMR: Mean-removed class increment (1 ~ CJMR ~ N)
To fully explain the VSC process and how the parameters affect the bit rate and
signal quality, a numerical example of how the process was used in this thesis will
now be demonstrated. An incoming image {S(n,m);O < m ::; 512,0 < n ~ 512}
is decomposed into ten vector subbands using a VFB. This process is done by
a straightforward extension of a conventional SFB to a VFB as discussed in the
_o.J~~~vious :e_:~~_~A~ illustra!ion._~~__~~~s_'p-~cess is shown in Figure 4.3. Since a
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512 x 512 image is used along with a decimation factor of four (D = 4), then
sixteen (D2 = 16) sub-images termed {50(i,j), 51(i,j), ... ,515(i,j);°~ i,j < 128}
of 128 x 128 size would be formed after decimation.
Each of these sub-images would then be placed through the appropriate conven-
tional scalar filter bank to work on the rows and columns. If ten subbands were
chosen for analysis, then each of the sub-images would be decomposed into ten
subbands. The components with identical indices in the corresponding subbands
would be regrouped together to form a sixteen (D2 = 16) dimensional vector. Using
the LLLLLL band as an example, 50(0,0),51(0,0),52(0,0), ... , 515 (0, 0) would be
grouped together to form the first sixteen dimensional vector group in that subband.
Then 50(0,1),51(0,1),52(0,1), ... ,515(0,1) would be grouped together to form the
second sixteen dimensional vector group in that subband. This process would con-
tinue for the rest of the LLLLLL band and then the same regrouping process is done
respectively to create the vector subbands using the sixteen analyzed sub-images.
After performing analysis on each of the 128 x 128 sub-images, the size of each
of the subbands can be determined. The LLLLLL band, the LLLLLH band, the
LLLLHL band, and the LLLLHH band will be a size of 16 x 16 because there are
three levels of analysis, so 128/23 = 16. The LLLH band, the LLHL band, and
the LLHH band will have dimensions of 32 x 32 because 128/22 = 32. The LH
band, the HL band, and the HH band will be a size of 64 x 64 since 128/21 = 64.
Since the decimation factor was four which means D2 = 16, then after regrouping
the analyzed sub-images to form the vector subbands, the following sizes of the
subbands and vector groups can be found. The LLLLLL band, the LLLLLH band,
the LLLLHL band, and the LLLLHH band will be a size of 64 x 64 and the number
of vector groups in these bands will be 16 x 16 since 64/4 = 16. The LLLH band,
the LLHL band, and the LLHH band will have dimensions of 128 x 128 and the
number of vector groups in these bands will be 32 x 32 because 128/4 = 32. The
LH band, the HL band, and the HH band will be a size of 256 x 256 and the vector
groups in these bands will number 64 x 64 since 256/4 = 64.
After the image is decomposed using a VFB, the distortion, Dp,i' between an
.' ..'W=~:'- :":~;:~7"'·-,~·~ill~J:[ljng~~iQ!:J-.Y;;t;~and~a-codeword.is-ealculat<:Q:-:::'I'h~.:eEcoding- scheme displayed . '.. ,-"-,;;'.;:.'"
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in Figure 5.2 is performed on the incoming vector, V;"i where p is the particular
subband that is being dealt with (1 :::; p :::; 10) and i is the number of the vector group
in that subband that is being dealt with. This scheme searches through a regular
codebook of M classes (2M +1 - 1 codewords) to see if the distortion requirement
is met. For example, if a regular codebook with BTOP equal to ten were trained,
then M would equal ten with the codebook having a total of 211 -1 codewords and
the number of regular classes, NRC, would be equal to eleven.
The parameters that would set the distortion threshold, Tp , in this portion of the
encoding scheme would be M Do, MDA, and MDT. The maximum distortion for
Class-O, M Do, represents the decision of adjusting the threshold to accept or reject
the use of the centroid of the regular codebook for coding a particular vector group.
The centroid represents the best codeword in terms of bit rate, but M Do must be set
accordingly to receive the desired signal quality. The parameter, MDA , represents
the maximum distortion for classes between Class-O and the highest class. As the
class increases, the corresponding bit rate to send the index increases, but M DA
must be set to a certain value to achieve a particular quality for the reconstructed
image. The parameter, MDT, corresponds to the maximum distortion for the high-
est class. This parameter, MDT, is set to a certain value in order to loosen the
distortion requirement, thereby avoiding a sharp increase in bit rate when moving
to mean-removed quantization by sacrificing some signal quality. The values of each
of these parameters, MDo, M DA, and MDT, are set lower to decrease the distor-
tion level or higher to increase the threshold, Tp , thereby allowing more distortion
in order to achieve a certain bit rate and signal quality.
The class increment parameter, CJ, has an impact on how the classes are
searched. For example, if CJ equals one, then all the classes in the regular codebook
are searched in order to meet the distortion requirement. If CJ equals two, then
Class-O, Class-2, Class-4, ... , Class-12 in the regular codebook would be searched.
If CJ equals twelve, then only Class-O and Class-12 in the regular codebook are
searched. The parameter has an impact on bit rate and signal quality in the follow-
ing way. If CJ equals one and mostly Class-O and Class-12 codewords, along with
~=':'.~~·:~~:,."".:::~::",~;~~-=~~-me:'c~d.ewor(rS;rn~Cotlier:olasses~;a;e':~e(Fto~odec1he:veetor=-grou~s?thei:~cert~i~~',t__ .. -_~_~:c,_;::':~
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bit rate would be achieved. If CI equals twelve, then only Class-O and Class-12
codewords would be used, allowing for the bit rate to be changed because now the
indices of the codewords used in other classes are not involved in the entropy calcu-
lation. This situation will not only change the distribution of the indices which is
used in the entropy calculation, but will also change the bit rate for a certain desired
signal quality. Therefore, this parameter is varied in order to achieve a better bit
rate by obtaining a more centralized distribution for a certain signal quality.
If the distortion requirement is not still met through the use of a regular code-
book, the scheme subtracts the mean from the vector and searches through a mean-
removed codebook of N classes (2 N +1 - 1 codewords). For example, if a mean-
removed codebook with BTOP equal to ten were trained, then N would equal ten
with the mean-removed codebook having a total of 211 - 1 codewords and the num-
ber of mean-removed classes, NCMR , would be equal to eleven. The basic theory
behind using mean-removed quantization is that finer quantization of mean-removed
vectors can occur, but the tradeoff is that the mean must be quantized.
. The parameters that would set the distortion threshold, Tp , in this portion of
the encoding scheme would be M D MR- O, M D MR- A , and M D MR- T . These param-
eters are very similar to the parameters of the regular codebook described previ-
ously except that they are used in conjunction with mean-removed vector groups
and mean-removed codebooks. The maximum distortion for mean-removed Class-O,
M DMR- O, represents the decision of adjusting the threshold to accept or reject the
use of the centroid of the mean-removed codebook for coding a particular vector
group. The centroid of the mean-removed codebook represents the best codeword
for the mean-removed codebook in terms of bit rate, but M DMR- O should be set ac-
cordingly to achieve a desired signal quality. The parameter, MDMR- A , represents
the maximum distortion for mean-removed classes between Class-O and the highest
class. As the class increases, the corresponding bit rate to send the index increases,
but M DMR- A must be set to a certain value to achieve a particular quality for
the reconstructed image. The parameter, M DMR-T, corresponds to the maximum
distortion for the mean-removed highest class. This p~rameter, M DMR-T, is set
c'·',,,~:~:.::;'c::-;_·~:~·~~~:~:~~~.1o'·a~·certain~value~i·n:'OrJe~-~leosen'i;he~qistortion"re-qllirel1fefit~-ih~teby;~~idingca:::'·:;'::'·:~·:-::;":-;:9:'::'
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sharp increase in bit rate when moving to scalar quantization by sacrificing some
signal quality. The values of each of these parameters, M DMR- O, M DMR- A , and
M DMR- T , are set lower to decrease the distortion level or higher to increase the
threshold, Tp , thereby allowing more distortion in order to achieve a certain bit rate
and signal quality.
The mean-removed class increment parameter, CIMR, has an impact on how the
mean-removed classes are searched. This parameter is very similar to the parameter
termed class increment, CI, of the regular codebook described before except that
CIMR is used in conjunction with mean-removed vector groups and mean-removed
codebooks. For example, if CIMR equals one, then all the classes in the mean-
removed codebook are searched in order to meet the distortion requirement. If
CIMR equals two, then Class-O, Class-2, Class-4, ... , Class-12 in the mean-removed
codebook would be searched. If CIMR equals twelve, then only Class-O and Class-12
in the mean-removed codebook are searched. The parameter has an impact on bit
rate and signal quality in the following way. If CIMR equals one and mostly Class-O
and Class-12 codewords, along with some codewords in other classes, are used to
code the vector groups, then a certain bit rate would be achieved. If CIMR equals
twelve, then only Class-O and Class-12 codewords would be used allowing for the bit
rate to be changed because now the indices of the codewords used in other classes
of the mean-removed codebook are not involved in the entropy calculation. This
situation will not only change the distribution of the indices which is used in the
entropy calculation, but will also change the bit rate for a certain desired signal
quality. Therefore, this parameter is varied in order to achieve a better bit rate by
getting a more centralized distribution for a certain signal quality. The step size for
mean quantization, SSM, is a parameter set in order to quantize the means that
were subtracted from the vector groups.
If the distortion requirement is still not met through the use of a regular or
mean-removed codebook, then scalar quantization is used. The reason for including
scalar quantization in the coding process is that, if needed, scalar quantization can
greatly increase the signal quality thereby meeting the distortion requirement. The
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Chapter 5
Test Results
The VSC scheme for image coding was implemented with software simulation. Six-
teen images with various types of natural scenes were used as training images to
obtain the codebook. These sixteen images are shown in Figure 5.1. The "Lenna"
image, which was out of the training set, was used to test the performance of the
VSC scheme. All images were of 512 X 512 pixels with 8 bits per pixel.
To start the testing, a ten-bit top codebook for each subband, which means that
BTOP was set equal to ten bits, was trained. This means that Nand M were equal
to ten, so the number of classes, NRC, was equal to eleven, and the number of
mean-removed classes, NCMR , was equal to eleven. Therefore, the total number of
codewords in the regular codebook and in the mean-removed codebook was the same,
211 -1. Three conventional subband filters, an eight tap Akansu-Daubechies wavelet
filter with a cyclic extension termed filter 1, a sixteen tap Johnston's FIR QMF with
a cyclic extension named filter 2, and a nine tap Adelson perfect reconstruction filter
with a mirror image extension called filter 3, were chosen from [15] to be used in
the VSC process.
The image was decomposed into ten subbands using a VFB, so there were ten
regular codebooks (one for each subband) and ten mean-removed codebooks (one
for each subband). The mean square error was used as the distortion measure. The
thresholds {Tp ; 1 ::; p ::; P} were determined as previously described by the following
-.~,-..-'~.- ~~; ..:;- • .,. _...; ~. ,,~-O-~ - -,_ ',.:.;,.,-"
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Figure 5.1: The Sixteen Training Images
Tp = Scale x WFp
where W Fp is the relative weighting factor for the p-th vector subband that takes
consideration of the human visual characteristics for each different vector subband.
Scale is a parameter which controls the bit rate and distortion.
The values of W Fp were set for each of the subbands after considerable testing
of the relationship between the overall visual quality of the reconstructed image and
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Figure 5.1: The Sixteen Training Images
Tp = Scale x WFp
where W Fp is the relative weighting factor for the p-th vector subband that takes
consideration of the human visual characteristics for each different vector subband.
Scale is a parameter which controls the bit rate and distortion.
The values of W Fp were set for each of the subbands after considerable testing
of the relationship between the overall visual quality of the reconstructed ifnage and
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VSC Results for Akansu-Daubechles Filter (PSNR vs BR)
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Figure 5.2: Coding Results of Lenna Image for Filter 1: lO-bit top
to be an exponential one of 2X where x equals zero for the lowest subband, x equals
one for the next three subbands, x equals two for the next three subbands, x equals
three for the next three subbands, etc. Since ten subbands were used in this thesis,
the values of W Fp can now be stated. For the LLLLLL band (p = 1), W FI was set
to one. For the next three subbands {the LLLLLH band (p = 2), the LLLLHL band
(p = 3), and the LLLLHH band (p = 4n, WF2 , WF3 , and WF4 were set to two.
For the next three subbands {the LLLH band (p = 5), the LLHL band (p = 6), and
the LLHH band (p = 7)}, WFs, WF6 , and WF7 were set to four. For the next three
subbands {the LH band (p = 8), the HL band (p = 9), and the HH band (p = lOn,
WFa, WFg , and WFlO were set to eight.
After some coding results using all twelve parameters were evaluated, scalar
quantization was found to not be needed because it only significantly increased the
bit rate while only slightly increasing the SNR. Therefore, the coding scheme was
reduced to either direct VQ or direct VQ and mean-removed VQ which reduced the
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VSC Results for Akansu-Daubechles Filter (PSNR vs SR)
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Figure 5.3: Coding Results of Lenna Image for Filter 2: lO-bit top
After more testing, it was shown that two coding schemes, one just using direct
VQ which had a reduction of parameters to four and the other scheme using direct
VQ and mean-removed VQ leaving eleven parameters associated with it, provided
good results. The coding scheme used depends upon the complexity (number of
parameters associated with it) and the desired bit rate and image quality. A curve
of the best results when coding the "Lenna" image using the Akansu-Daubechies
filter (filter 1) with a ten-bit top codebook in terms of Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratios
(PSNR) vs. the Bit Rate (BR) in bits per pixel (bpp) is given in Figure 5.2. A curve
of the best results when coding the "Lenna" image using the Johnston's QMF filter
(filter 2) with a ten-bit top codebook displaying PSNR vs. BR is given in Figure
5.3. A curve of the best results of the Adelson filter (filter 3) using a ten-bit top
codebook in terms of PSNR vs. BR is given in Figure 5.4. The best overall curve
for a ten-bit top codebook, regardless of the filter used to code the "Lenna" image,
in terms of PSNR vs. BR is displayed in Figure 5.5 along with the JPEG coding
\S"1:·.. ",!,:;';~::-:""'O-"",,:'·~:"~.'7Standard, fOL.{:omp.ari$OJl.,-::X1;l~paIam(;te{~wh.ich~anged~tb"J:9ughQut.th:e-cases"used"·.:z¥-";-:~~~:?;c:'7
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VSC Results for Adelson Filter (PSNR vs BR)
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Figure 5.4: Coding Results of Lenna Image for Filter 3: lO-bit top
in generating the best overall curve for the ten-bit top codebook are listed in Table
5.1. The parameters which were the same throughout all the cases used in generating
the best overall curve for the ten-bit top codebook are displayed in Table 5.2.
After viewing the results using a ten-bit top codebook, it was decided that only
two filters, the eight tap Akansu-Daubechies wavelet filter with a cyclic extension
termed filter 1 and the Johnston's FIR QMF with a cyclic extension called filter 2,
would be used for producing coding results using a twelve-bit top codebook. This
means that Nand M were equal to twelve, so the number of classes, NRC, was
equal to thirteen, and the number of mean-removed classes, NCMR , was equal to
thirteen. Therefore, the total number of codewords in the regular codebook and
the mean-removed codebook was the same, 213 - 1. A curve of the best results
when coding the "Lenna" image using the Akansu-Daubechies filter (filter 1) with
a twelve-bit top codebook in terms of PSNR vs. BR is given in Figure 5.6. A curve
of the best results when coding the "Lenna" image using the Johnston's QMF filter
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Performance Comparison of VSC and JPEG Results (PSNR vs SR)
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of JPEG and VSC on Lenna Image: 10 bit top
5.7. The best .overall curve for a twelve-bit top codebook, regardless of the filter
used to code the "Lenna" image, in terms of PSNR vs. BR is shown in Figure 5.8
along with a curve showing the JPEG coding standard results for comparison. The
parameters which changed throughout the cases used in generating the best overall
curve for the twelve-bit top codebook are listed in Table 5.3. The parameters which
were the same throughout all the cases used in generating the best overall curve for
the twelve-bit top codebook are displayed in Table 5.4.
The original 512 x 512 "Lenna" image is shown in Figure 5.9. The decoded
images at 0.17 bpp using JPEG and VSC are shown in Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11
respectively. Excellent subjective quality of VSC can be observed.
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CI MDA MDT MDMR- A SSM BR SNR Filter#
5.0 4.8 00 NA NA 0.119636 28.5913 1
5.0 4.3 00 NA NA 0.136477 29.0595 1
5.0 3.6 00 NA NA 0.160397 29.6994 2
10.0 3.5 5.0 3.5 2.0 0.195099 30.4461 2
10.0 3.0 5.0 3.0 2.0 0.222227 30.8874 1
10.0 2.4 5.0 2.4 2.0 0.254507 31.3399 2
10.0 1.9 5.0 1.9 2.0 0.295393 31.7338 1
10.0 1.5 5.0 1.5 2.0 0.334382 31.9818 1
10.0 1.5 00 1.5 0.5 0.381199 32.1311 1
10.0 1.0 00 1.0 0.5 0.455022 32.3099 1
Table 5.1: Changing Parameters for VSC Results: lO-bit top
NRC I NCMR I CIMR I MDo I MDMR- o I MDMR-T I SSs II
11 I 11 I 10.0 I 1.0 I 1.0 I 00 I NA II
Table 5.2: Constant Parameters for VSC Results: lO-bit top
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VSC Results for Johnston's QMF Filter (PSNR vs BR)
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Figure 5.7: Coding Results of Lenna Image for Filter 2: 12-bit top
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C1 MDA MDT MRMR-A SSM BR SNR Filter#
6.0 4.4 00 NA NA 0.13532 29.2316 2
6.0 4.0 00 NA NA 0.151508 29.6453 1
6.0 3.4 00 NA NA 0.17802 30.2768 1
6.0 3.2 00 NA NA 0.184102 30.4369 2
12.0 3.0 5.0 3.0 2.0 0.23414 31.3378 2
12.0 2.4 5.0 2.4 2.0 0.272845 31.8833 2
12.0 1.9 5.0 1.9 2.0 0.319644 32.3536 1
12.0 1.6 5.0 1.6 2.0 0.351837 32.5981 1
12.0 1.0 00 1.0 0.5 0.410559 32.8459 1
12.0 1.0 00 1.0 1.5 0.478832 32.9571 1
Table 5.3: Changing Parameters for VSC Results: 12-bit top
Table 5.4: Constant Parameters for VSC Results: 12-bit top
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Figure 5.10: Coded Image using JPEG at 0.17 bpp
Figure 5.11: Coded Image using VSC at 0.17 bpp
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Figure 5.10: Coded Image using JPEG at 0.17 bpp
Figure ;).11: Coded Imag<, \Ising \'SC at 0.11 bpp
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
The well known concepts of subband coding are "vectorized" and then tested in this
thesis. The concept of a Vector Filter Bank (VFB), which extends the conventional
Scalar Filter Bank (SFB) used in subband analysis to the vector case, is introduced.
To achieve the optimal performance of vector quantization (VQ), the VFB should
satisfy three properties. The first and second properties that deal with inter-vector
decorrelation are well understood and are also satisfied by conventional SFBs. The
main difference is that VFBs also satisfy the third property that preserves intra-
vector correlation. A simple method for developing VFBs from the conventional
filter banks is suggested as an example.
Based on the concept of VFB, a new Vector Subband Coding (VSC) scheme is
developed for image compression. VSC consists of four major components: (i) a
VFB to decompose an image into a set of Vector Subbands (VSB); (ii) codebook
generation for VSBs; (iii) distortion control for VQ in the VSBs; and (iv) entropy
coding.
The simulation results are reported. Even with a simple VFB, the coding results
have indicated a significant performance improvement over the existing methods.
The coding results obtained in this thesis by using VSC, supported by subjective
evaluation, have shown that this method outperforms the JPEG still image coding
standard as well as other results reported in current literature. These results indicate
-:,-",-, ---~-- ". that thesignal·~G~s_~p:g~$j;l<1~cl.matGlrrthe4uantizati(mtech:fii'que'ifF{ji·derlo--obtain("~·~~:,::,:·:-,·,,=:,c_--~.~
.••-::.~~:::.~..;.::::.:::'""~=,~-,:.~~._ ...,:~!_",_"".:~: __~..."._:_~-;..::.;;.:::_.r . .,......- ,.-.- - \
.;-
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maximum coding performance.
Future work in this area includes: (i) developing better VFBs that satisfy the
three properties; (ii) designing better VQ codebooks and distortion control; (iii)
achieving performance improvement due to selecting an optimal set of parameters;
(iv) extending the VSC concept to 3-D vector wavelet packet; and (v) measuring
the performance of this technique in terms of perceptual coding as discussed in [20] .
'..z;.~.-,_-t_ .......-,--~...,-;-.. ~ •.,,,,.. ,~ ~_.·-·~'':l •. 1t .• ..,: .•
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